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INT. STUDIO

ANDY
[12:49:36.12] Good evening and 
welcome to True  Story, the show 
that brings to life  the best true 
stories you've never  heard. But 
Hame and I aren't  responsible for 
finding the  stories. 

HAMISH
[12:49:43.19] Oh no! God no! We're 
too lazy for  one thing. However, 
we also want to  make sure we hear 
it for the first  time tonight 
along with you guys.  So without 
any further ado let's  hear from 
Jack. How are you mate? 

They all shake hands etc.

REAL JACK
[12:49:55.03] Good, good. How you 
going? Nice to  meet you. 

ANDY
[12:49:55.16] Yeah, really well. 

HAMISH
[12:49:56.22] Lovely to meet you 
mate. Thank you  for coming in. 

ANDY
[11:52:42.00]..is this a, an old 
story or is  this a relatively new 
story? 

REAL JACK
[11:52:45.08] So it's like a year 
and a bit old. 

ANDY
[11:52:47.09] New. 

HAMISH
[11:52:47.17] Okay. 

REAL JACK
[11:52:48.00] So fairly fresh, 
yeah, yeah. 



HAMISH
[11:52:49.07] Now are you central 
to the story? 

REAL JACK
[11:52:50.24] I am fairly central 
to the story,  yeah, ye-yeah. 

HAMISH
[11:52:52.24] Would you say you're 
a hero in the  story or? 

REAL JACK
[11:52:55.13] Hero to some. Um 
villain to others  probably. 

HAMISH & ANDY
[11:52:57.18] 

(laughing)

HAMISH
[11:52:58.06] Okay right. Real 
double life. 

REAL JACK
[11:52:59.20] Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

HAMISH
[11:53:00.03] Original Batman. 

JACK
Depends who you ask. 

ANDY 
[12:50:39.18] Now Jack all we know 
at the moment  is that it was a 
very important day  for you for 
some reason? 

REAL JACK
[12:50:44.16] Very important. 

ANDY
[12:50:45.10] And you couldn't have 
stuffed it up  any more. 

REAL JACK
[12:50:46.24] Exactly. So it was 
kind of a very  significant in my 
life, you could  say. 

HAMISH
[12:50:50.04] Okay. Beautiful. 

REAL JACK
[12:50:50.22] Um, yep. 
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ANDY
[12:50:51.10] Okay. Where, where 
abouts does this  tale begin? 

REAL JACK
[12:50:10.02] So it kind of all 
starts um on my  gap year in 
England...  

EXT. ENGLISH/ LONDON STREET - DAY

We see a stereotypical London street (in the Austin Powers  
mode - over bright and dream like). Jack has a back-pack and  
is holding a french horn case. He is excited and in awe of  
his surroundings.

JACK
Wow, I’m going to be spending my  
whole gap year in England! This is  
so awesome...! 

A stereotypical LONDON BOBBY approaches him.

BOBBY
‘Ello ‘ello. Is this your first  
time in jolly old England young  
master Jack?  

JACK
That’s right. 

BOBBY
‘Ope you ‘ave a pipping time sir. 

JACK
Thank you! 

An OLDER LADY selling flowers walks past.

OLD FLOWER SELLER
‘Ave a jolly good trip young Jack. 

JACK
I will! Thanks! 

A YOUNG CHIMNEY SWEEP STOLLS PAST

CHIMNEY SWEEP
‘Enjoy y’self Mr Jack me lad. 

JACK
I will... 

Jack takes off his back pack, puts his French horn case on a  
bench and opens it. We see the shining gold horn inside and  
Jack smiles.
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REAL JACK (V.O.) (P.U.)
Which is where I spent twelve  
months learning the French horn for  
the very first time... 

INT. STUDIO

HAMISH
[11:53:12.04] Did you... 

<SDE

HAMISH (CONT’D)
[11:53:12.08]..really? 

REAL JACK
[11:53:12.20] Yeah-yeah-yeah. 

<SDS

HAMISH
[11:53:13.12] Did you play... 

ANDY
[11:53:13.12] Not in France! 

<SDE

REAL JACK
[11:53:14.21] Not in France! 

(laughing)

EXT. ENGLISH/ LONDON STREET - DAY

Jack pulls his French horn from the case. He is excited. He  
shouts out to know one in particular.

JACK
Hey everyone! I’m here to learn the  
French horn!! 

The BOBBY, FLOWER LADY & CHIMNEY SWEEP are a bit confused and  
one by one come back into shot.

BOBBY
Beggin’ your pardon sir? You want  
to learn the French ‘orn? In  
England? 

FLOWER SELLER
England’s no place to be learnin’  
the French horn young Jack. 
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CHIMNEY SWEEP
Blimey! Let’s all sing a knees up  
cockney song about ‘ow daft this  
silly geezer is...! 

They all get ready to sing a song.

SWEEP/LADY/BOBBY
(Singing)

Oooooohhhh.... 

 Jack stops them.

JACK
Please don’t do that. 

The scene FREEZES. Maybe the classic RECORD SCRATCH SFX

JACK VO (V.O) (P.U)
So then I returned to Australia to  
look for work... 

CUT TO:

EXT. SYDNEY STREET - DAY

Things look a little more realistic.

We might see the HARBOUR BRIDGE in the background. Jack is  
carrying his FRENCH HORN CASE and looking excited about the  
prospect of getting a job.

EXT. MILK BAR. SYDNEY STREET - DAY

He walks up to a notice board which has a sign that reads  
‘Musicians Wanted’. There are all sorts of jobs listed -  
‘Drummer for Metal Band’, ‘Flute Player Wanted’, ‘Triangle  
Player Needed Urgently’... etc

HAMISH (VO)
[11:55:30.03] Are you looking 
forward to coming  back home and 
going... 

REAL JACK (VO)
[11:55:33.00] Yeah! 

REAL JACK (V.O.) (CONT’D)
[11:55:33.18]..'Hey everyone... 

INT. STUDIO

[11:55:35.02]..guess who's...
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REAL JACK
[11:55:35.02] Look at me. 

<SDE

HAMISH
[11:55:35.16]..French horning now?' 

REAL JACK (V.O.)
[11:55:36.05] So I was kind of 
looking around  trying to find 
where I can play  like in 
orchestras and things like  that. 

REAL JACK  (V.O.)
[11:55:57.14] Um and so I was kind 
of looking for  places to play. And 
I had this  friend called Bevin  

INT. COFFEE SHOP - DAY

A cool looking coffee shop full of cool looking people. It  
has kind of a hipster/ beatnik vibe.

BEVIN, the coolest looking guy (maybe a modern version of a  
beatnik with black beret etc) is sitting at a table sipping a  
latte with his french horn on his knee. He has some music  
pages on the table in front of him and is occasionally  
looking at them and blowing a note.

(RAY NOTE: BEVIN LOOKS COOL AND RELAXED BUT MAYBE LATER WE 
SEE HE IS A BIT SELF OBSESSED, CAN GET A BIT ANGRY AND IS A  
BIT OF A COWARD WHEN JACK FINDS HIMSELF IN TROUBLE)

ANDY (V.O.) (P.U.)
Who’s Bevin? 

JACK (V.O.) (P.U.)
He was another, more experienced  
French Horn player and he was very  
cool and laid back. 

Jack, in normal clothes and carrying french horn case, walks  
into the coffee shop and awkwardly pushes his way to the  
table, knocking cool people as he goes and getting annoyed  
looks.

JACK (CONT’D)
Sorry, pardon me, sorry... 

He sits down opposite Bevin, who gives him a limp handshake.

TIME DISSOLVE:

Bevin and Jack sit at the table talking.
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REAL JACK (V.O.)
[11.56:00:17]..and he was like, 
like... 

Bevin talks as Jack listens, his eyes widening with joy.

BEVIN
Dude, I’m playing in this awesome  
orchestra. It’s like so cool. The  
conductor is really famous and  
we’re playing at, like, this really  
amazing, old concert hall soon. You  
should so come and play man... 

INT. STUDIO

REAL JACK
[11:56:12:12]..and I'm like, 'Oh 
sweet!' 

ANDY
[11:56:14.01] Jack you have really 
different  friends to us! 

REAL JACK
[11:56:16.10] 

(laughing)

HAMISH
[11:56:16.16] I mean I get those 
offers a lot but  I'm usually 
pretty busy. And my  timpani's are 
so hard to travel  with! 

(laughing)

ANDY & REAL JACK
[11:56:22.00] 

(laughing)

HAMISH
[11:56:22.04] And I know 

(inaudible)
But in, in,  in, is there many 
French horn  positions going or is 
it pretty  niche market? 

REAL JACK
[11:56:27.20] Um. 

HAMISH
[11:56:28.10] Like in the, on the 
scale of like  of probability of 
getting a slot... 

<SDS
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HAMISH (CONT’D)
[11:56:31.13]..is it hard? 

REAL JACK
[11:56:32.20] Yeah well... 

<SDE

REAL JACK (CONT’D)
[11:56:33.04]..I feel like it's 
probably hard  but then, yeah when 
I found out  what actual role I 
had. So in this  orchestra I found 
out that I was  actually the role 
of this thing  called the 'bumper', 
if that makes  sense? 

HAMISH
[11:56:42.22] No. 

ANDY
[11:56:42.22] No. 

<SDE

REAL JACK
[11:56:43.09] Um.... 

HAMISH
[11:56:44.00] 

(laughing)

ANDY
[11:56:44.01] Doesn't make sense at 
all. 

REAL JACK
[11:56:45.01] So. 

 HAMISH
[11:56:45.05] That's not where they 
ball down and  it stops the ball 
going in the  gutter is it? 

HAMISH, ANDY & REAL JACK
[11:56:49.04] 

(laughing)

HAMISH
[11:56:49.15] That's the bumpers 
I'm used to. 

INT. CONCERT HALL, STAGE - DAY

We slowly move past the players in the orchestra. Everyone is  
in suits etc. People are tuning up and talking. 
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We find two cool looking French Horn players a boy JOHN and a  
girl MARY and Bevin (in a particularly cool suit) who is  
sitting with the other two talking and laughing. 

We then widen to see JACK sitting on his own apart from the  
rest of the French Horn players looking a bit awkward and out  
of place.

ANDY (V.O) (P.U.)
So what is a bumper? 

REAL JACK (V.O.) 
[11:56:51.06] Um, but so, what I 
had to do is, so  I would be on 
stage kind of in the  middle of the 
whole orchestra, but  kind of a bit 
away from the other  French horns.  

TIME DISSOLVE:

The orchestra are now in the midst of playing. BEVIN, JOHN  
and MARY are blowing away and Jack is sitting nearby waiting,  
looking around and getting a bit bored.

REAL JACK (V.O)
And I'm kind of like the assistant  
to the first French horn.  

ANDY (V.O. P.U.)
So that’s Bevin...? 

REAL JACK (V.O) (P.U.)
Right. 

Bevin keeps blowing but you can see he is starting to get a  
bit fed up with it and is looking over to Jack and trying to  
get his attention.

Finally he does and Jack jumps into action and plays for a  
brief moment. Then Bevin quickly motions him to stop  
(frantically doing the finger across the throat move or  
something) and Bevin begins playing again.

Jack sighs and looks bored once more.

JACK (V.O.)
[11:57:01:12] So the piece is like  
an hour and a half long and what  
would happen is during the concert,  
when the first French horn would  
get a bit tired, this is Bevin, or  
kind of can't be bothered, he'd  
kind of give me a bit of a... 

(nods head, looks to his  
side)

...look and I'd play a note, and  
he'd kind of give me a look and I'd  
stop. If that makes sense? 
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INT. STUDIO

HAMISH
[11:57:14.12] So you're a... 

<SDS

ANDY
[11:57:14.22] Wow! 

HAMISH
[11:57:14.22]..you're a... 

<SDE

HAMISH (CONT’D)
[11:57:15.03]..you're a breather, 
you're a  pinch horn. 

REAL JACK
[11:57:16.07] Exactly! 

ANDY
[11:57:16.20] Yeah. 

HAMISH
[11:57:17.05] So you just come in 
as a relief  horner? 

REAL JACK
[11:57:18.07] Exactly! 

(laughing)

INT. CONCERT HALL, STAGE - DAY

The orchestra continues to play, meanwhile Jack holds his  
french horn on his knee and, with the other hand, is  
scrolling through his phone.

Bevin looks over at Jack, his eyes widen and he kicks out a  
foot at him.

Jack quickly stops what he’s doing and plays a note, stops  
and then Bevin begins again.

<SDS

ANDY (V.O.)
[11:57:20.10] 

(laughing)
How, many-, only one... 

HAMISH (V.O.)
[11:57:20.10] You're a sub! 

<SDE
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ANDY (V.O.)
[11:57:21.16]..is there only one on 
the sub... 

<SDS
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